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T!!llKHH A.A. E4-3687 

K pa3BHTHro cTa THCTHqecKo A HHTeprrpeTa UHH KB8HTOBOH 

MeX8HHKH H8 OCHOBe COBMeCTHOrO KOOpaHH8THO-HMI1YilbCHOro 

rrpeacTaaneHH!I 

PaccMOTpeHbi 3anaqH onpeaene HH!I TpaeKTOpHH HnH rrnoTHOCTH aepoRT

HOCTH B ~830BOM 11pOCTp8HCTBe 110 H3BeCTHbiM CT8THCTHqeCKHM pacnpeaene

HH!IM an!! HMrrynhCOB H KoopaHHaT. BrrepBbte a{I!I THrrHqno KBa HToaor o cnyqag 

aBHJKeHH!I rapMOHHqe CKOrO OCUH1lll!ITOpa B HOpM81lbHOM COCTO!IHHH llOilyqeHa 

BCIDay 110110lKHTellbfl8!1 llllOTHOCTb BepO!!THOCTH B COBMeCTHOM KOopaHH8THO-HM• 

rrynhCHOM rrpeac Ta aneHHH. ilenaeTc!l BbiBoa , qTo ocHOBHbte oco6eHHOCTH aaR

JKeHH!I MHKpoqaCTHU (Hyne B8!1 3HeprH!I 0 COOTHOWeHHe HeonpeaeneHHOCTH , TYH

He1!bH biH 3¢¢eKT H 11pHHUH11H81!bHO HeycTp8HHM8!1 CTBTHCTHqHQCTb OllH CBHH!! ) 

o6ycnoane Hbt BHpTyanbHbiMH npou eccaMH B3 a RMoaeAcTBH!I c HyneBbiM* Kone -
6a HH!IMH ~H3RqeCKOrO B8KYYM8. 

fipenpHHT 06beAHHeHHOrO HHCTHT)'Ta aAepHbiX HCCJieAOBaHHli. 

~y6ua, 1968. 

Tya pkin -~ E4-3687 

Development of Statistical Interpretation of Qua ntum 
Mechanics by Means of the Joint Coordinate-Momentum 

Representation 

The problem of the determination of a trajectory or probability 
density in pha se space according to the known s tatistical .distributiom 
fo r momenta and coordinates have been considered. For the first time 
fOI- a typical quantum case of harmonic oscillator motion in the zero 
s tate the positive probability has been obtained everywhere in the 
joint coordinate-- momentum representation. The conclusion has been 
dra wn tha t the main peculiarities of microparticle motion ( zero energy, 
uncertainty relation, the tunnel effect and the principally unremovable 
,.; l.cttistica l character of description) are due to the virtual pr?cess of 
inte raction with zero oscillations of physiCal vacuum. 

Preprint. Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 
Dubna, 1968 
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I. Introduction 

One of the most striki ng and dramatic p~es in the history of the development of 

the world cognition is related to the originating of quantum mechanics which has given 

the strict quantitative de scription of ~ll the varie ty of strange phenomena of the atomic 

world, The fundaments~ representations of new mec hanics have not been, however, developed 

basing directly on clear unders tanding of the nece s sary transformation of the laws of 

conventional mechanics in passing over to micropar ticle motion , 

The theory of atomic phenomena was build anew with the comple t e r efusal from 

classical mechanics conceptions, The most unusual phenomenon in deve loping quantum 

mechanics was the fact that at fir s t "the caress" of the mathematical apparatus of the 

future theory was discovered, so to say, and only later the physical t r eatment of quant

ities contained in obtained mathematical equations was found, The modern quantum theory 

in full meaaure reflects this unusual phenomenological way of developing . The formulation 

itself of the qualitatively original laws of the microworld is directly related t o the 

interpretation of all the formalisms of quantum mechanics and up to now it continues t o 

rais e disagreements in some insignificant, as it might seem, details which screen entire

ly various views on the essence of the laws established by quantum mechanics. 

The most important problems for 

understanding quantum mechanics which have no conventional solution yet , need further 

more accurate determination of the fo rmulations of the very bases of ~uantum theory, 

further clarification of s ome aspects of the relationship of quantum and classica l laws. 

The solution of problems r elated to the interpretation of quantum mechanics is 

at present of urgent significance in connection with the necessity to further radically 

change physica l representations for the theoretical generalization of rich experimental 

information in elementary particle physics, 

A phenomenological way for constructing quantum mechanics was inevitably to 

result in formal understanding of this theory with considerable lack in explaining ·the 

peculiarities of microparticle motion. Now it has become traditional not to pay attention 

both to the unusualness of quantum theory construct~on and to the limitedness of this 

theory explanation achieved. Durin~ the years of successful ap~lication of quantum mech~~

incs the number of physicists was r educed who share the opinion of A. Einstein on the in

completeness of quantum mechanics or of those solidary with Mandelstam •s point of viewf11 

of the necessity to search for deepe r and more complete interpre t ation of this theory, 

The great success of practical appli cat ion of this theory to atomic ph~uomena allowed nu

mer ous Bohr's supporters to persuade the majority of physicists th!it furth<>r development 
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of atomic phenomena trea tment was impossible, that search for more complete description 

of these phenomena is groundless from the scientific point of view. 

However, the progress of science will inevitably make us again consider the same 

problems, to r e-estimate the consolidated opinions~ 

The period of r apid development of quantum theory application to various atomic 

world a spects was over long ago when it was possible to obtain valuable pbjsical results 

without deducing any new fundamental equation or theorem and without caring for a deeper 

unders tanding of the f ormalism employed. The leading front of the theoretical physics 

moved f rom the atomic world to nuclear ph,ysics and elementary particle pb.vsics during re

cent decades . Here it fac ed immense difficulties in solving new problems basing on the use 

of the earlier formali sm of quantum mechanics and the relativity theory. The present day 

theoretical physic s needs extremely the reappraisal of quantities, the radical change of 

the "apparatus " used. This problem can hardly be solved basing on the formal interpreta

t i on of t he pres ent fo r mali sm of theoretical phy s ics without essential deepening the quant

um theory. 

And t hat iG why a long wi t h investigations carried out at the leading edge of 

theore t i cal pb.ysics whe r e tha majority of theoretical phy sicists are working, the in

ve s tigation i s needed in the deep r ear of theoretical physics aimed at eliminating the 

lack of unders tanding of the earlier e s tabli shed laws and at searching for more complete 

description of the se phenomena. 

2 . On the Incompleteness of the Available Quantum - Mechanics 

Description of Micro-object Motion 

In the discussion with A.Einstein N.Bohr gained the victory not only over 

Einstein's erroneous confidence in existence of atomic phenomena the results of measure

ments in which are not described by means of quantum mechanics. Together with that, as 

if for one, Einstein's idea was rejected unjustifiably of the necessity of further theory 

development in order to establish the space-time description of the microworld phenomena. 

The value of the raising the question is not diminished also by the fact that A.Einstein 

erroneously hoped that it was possible to exclude in this way the probability from the 

description of quantum phenomena. 

It cannot be said that this positive feature of Einstein's position has been lost 

aaong erroneous statements and remained unnoticed by its opponents. W.Heisenberg, for 

instance, in his book "PHYSIK Uli'D PHILOSOPHIE" rather accurately formulates this part of 

.l.Einstein's pos ition as well: " so erlaubt diese Deutung doch keine Beschreibung von 
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ch keine Besch.reibung von 

dem was tatsach.lich geschieht, unabhangig von oder zwischen unseren Beobachtungen, Aber 

irgend etwas muss doch geschehen, daran konnen wir nicht zweifeln. Dieses irgend e~vas 

kann vielleicht nicht in den Begriffen Elektronen oder Wellen oder Lichtquanten besch.rie

ben werden; aber sofern es nicht irgenwie beschrieben wird, ist die Aufgabe der Physik 

noch nicht erfullt ... / 2/ In his turn N.Born also has drawn a conclusion that" ••• es nicht 

so sehr die Frage des Determinismus ist, die Einsteins Adleknung der heutigen Quanten

physik bedingt, sondern sein Glaube an die objective Realitat des physikalischen Ge

schehens, unabhangig vom Beobachter" /3/. 

The incompletenes~ of quantum mechanics is obvious from the point of view of the 

space-time description of microparticle motion hidden from direct observation but 

uniquely connected with ohe results of irreversable processes of meas ure m&nts. Even the 

most zealous supporters of the Kopenhagen interpretation hardly doubt about the exist

ence within the given microconditions of microparticle motion before measurements . They 

just consider that the aim of physical theory is to describe only the re sults of irrevers

able measurem, nts but not that of the space-time picture of micro-object motion hidden 

from observation. In this connection N.Bohr formulated the conception of physical reality 

whereas the physical principle or uncertainty was g.eneralized into the philosophical 

principle of additivity. The limitedness of this point of view is especially clearly seen 

in rejecting by persistent supporters of the Kopenhagen school to give explanation to the 

interference of single photons arter their passing through a half-transparent mirror. This 

experiment w~s sugge~oed for consideration by A.Einstein. Quantum mechanics in its present 

state does not describe and explain the really existing proce~s of photon motion from the 

half-transparent mirror to the photoplate detecting interference when the experiment is 

repeated several time~ 141, But instead of seeing th~ limitedness of the quantum mechanics 

problem solved without any description of this undoubtedly existing in reality but direct

lyunobservable mot ion, N.Boh.r declares the statement of the problem describing such a 

motion to exceed the bounds of the problems of physical theOry/51. In this way N.Boh.r 

managed both to avoid the answer to the question put by A.Einstein and to simultaneously 

conserve the myth an the incompleteness of quantum mechanics description. Such unnatural 

situation basing on the philosophical re-estimation of the notion of physical reality 

could be consolidated in physics for a long time only due to the fact that quantum mechan

ics gives by avoiding the description of directly unobservable motion of micro-objects 

the complete description of the results of measurements. 

The principle of additivity suggested by N.Bohr not only reflects the fact that 

in various experiments we learn the aspects of reality supplementing each other, whose 
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experimental investiga tion cannot be combined in experiment s of a certain type. The 

principle of additivity, however , is not limited by this generalization of the content 

of the physical uncertainty principl e. I t unjustifiably prohibi ts t he theoret i cal coa

bination into one physical i mage of i nformation obtained in i ncompatibl e experiments too . 

Just in this respect t he pr inciple of additivity exceeds the bounds of generalization of 

the physical law which had been formulated for the first time by W. He i senberg as the 

principle of uncertainty. 

Nobody proved yet the theorem on the impossi bility of unique statistical descrip

tion of quantwn phenomena by basing on the combined use of physical quantities not 

measurable simultaneously. The Kopenhagen school dec~ared such description to be outside 

physical reality by proceeding from positivistic principle of observability according to 

which only directly obse rvable quantities should be introduced intu physical theory. It 

is a surprise, of course, that the supporters of such points of view do not notice t hat 

the suggested principle of observab ility is denied by quantum mechanics itself which i s 

based on the application of the wave function not measurable directly . 

The fact that two separate~y measured quantities cannot be directly measured 

simultaneously does not mean that it i s impossible to apprehend, to cognize the idea 

including both the quantities for no possibility has been proved yet to indirectly measure 

such quantities by basing on the res~lts of direct measurements. On the contrary, the re

fusal from studying the motion of micro-objects in the given micrv-conditions, for in

stance, of photon motion in the earlier discussed experiment, is a direct contribution 

to agnosticism. The development of such a statistical description though for a singl e but 

typical quantum case of motion could be the best proof of the failure t o prohibit the 

theoretical application of the joint description of simultaneously not measurable quanti-

ties. The clarification of these basic disadvantages of the present -day formulation of 

existing theoretical description of quantum phenomena is of gr eat impor tance. The conven-

tional statement that quantum theory define s the state of micro-sy s tems with respect to 

devices described by clas sical mechanics and which are original counting sy s tems gives 

rise to a difficulty of principle to consistently describe quru1tum processes which 

occurred in thP. prehistoric period. 

The above difficulty to consistently formulat e the description of quantum pro

cesses in the prehistoric period is due , mainly , to t he confuse in the determination of 

the notions "a device" and "mea surem,nt" in quantum mechanics . If in describing and 

studying sattelite motion the Earth was considered t o be a device, this would give rise 

to a great surprise . A simil ar confusion still r emains in quantum mechanics in t he basis 

of this theory formulation . 
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Indeed, the~ call the p~aical conditions of micro-object aotion given by the 

classical potential to be a preparatory part of the device forgetting that not the aicro

object itself is the subject of quantum aechanics but the aicro-object which is in cer-

tain p~sical conditions. The process of aicro-object transition from soae p~sical 

conditions of motion into other ones is incorrect~ called aeasureaent. In fact, the 

aan•s congnitive activit~ is principal~ connected only with the detection of this precess 

with a device generating a aacroscupic signal. 

The test of quantua mechanics predictions a.cng with the employaent of aacroscop

ic aaplification in order to detect the change of quantua motion states requires, of 

course, the controlled conditions for the ~que separation of the original statistic 

asseab~ of quant..a systems under stu~, which is impossible without definite macroscopic 

p~sical conditions of micro-object aotion, However, only the part which detects quantum 

transitions should be eliminated in describing quantum phenomena occurred in the prehisto

ric period, i.e, in describing thea without relating to the experimental test of theoret

ical predictions. The experiaental device itself generating the amplified macroscopic sig

nal of micro-object quantum transition from some p~sical conditiono intu other ones , is 

not at all an integral part of the i=eversable quantum process. Unfortunately, D.I.Blok

hintsevf6/ in his monograph has paid no attention to this circWIStance in considering the 

macroscopic nature of a detector,of the equilibri um macroscopic instability of its 

initial state. 

For instance, atom excitation, emission of light quanta by these atoms a s well as 

photoionization of gas atoms by photons occur without ~ connection with the congnition 

activity of a subject from the aacroworld. 

The use of a generated photoelectron in the device as the initial impetus for 

producing a macroscopic avalanche .under the effect of the electrical field in a photo

multiplier, in a gas counter or a s~rk chaaber cannot affect the earlier quantum proces-

ses of atom excitation, its photon emission and further atom photoionization in the 

counter. Despite the fact whether the elcctrica~ field is supplied to the counter or not, 

i.e., whether we have detected a photon or not, atom photoionization itself or the pro

d~ction of the Compton elec tron introduces the viol ation of wave coherency in quantum 

processes of the 1-st type eliminating a possibility to further separate with macroscopic 

means the assembly in which the lnter!erence effect might take place (Von Neumann' s 

terminology/7/) • 

Thus, if in the experiment with a hal f - trans parent mirror t he photons before 
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hitting a photoplate will pass through two symmetrically placed counters of Compton elect

rons, independent~y of voltage over the counter the interference of stipes on the photo

plate will be eliminated proportionally to the effectiveness of Compton scattering process. 

}. Substantitation of a Necessity to Establish the Joint 

Coordinate-Momentum De scription of Micro-Object Motion 

The behaviour of quantum systems consisting of an assembly of separate micro

obj ects not interacting with each other which are in identical macroscopic conditions 

of motion is a subject for description in quantum mechanics. 

Both in quantum and in classical mechanics physical conditions for object motion 

are given by potential energy functions. But in classical physics these potential energy 

functions are used after solving motion equations in order to obtain the dynamic or sta

tistical de scription of motion in space and time or in the phase space of coordinates and 

momenta. In quantum mechanics potential energy functions determine unambiguously only 

s ome auxuliary quantity, the so-called wave function of the state under study. The physic

a l meaning of the latter is expressed in the predictions of the probabilities of micro-ob

ject transition from the state under study into any other motion s tate occurring in nature_ 

Note that the probability character of the present de scription corresponds to the 

the statistical nature of t hese transi ti ons but it is not an artificial reason of the 

accepted description. Indeed, with one and the same type of sudden changes of external 

physical conditions in various specimens of similar quantum system transitions into vari

ous s t ates take place which differ by the eigen-va~ues of a certain dynamical variable. 

Therefore, the objec tive law is dis~layed in the probability distr1bution of such tran

sitions. 

Since a macroscopic signal informing of the transition of each micro-object into 

another state of motion cru• be obtained in specially prepared conditions, consequently, 

one can say that the wave function gives the statistical de scription of the results of 

any possible measurements of quantum systems. In accordance with the type of an eff ect 

upon quantum systems these proce cises a r e c lassif ied as the measurements of various dynam

ic variables . Among the so-ca~led observables in quantum mechanics we have also dy~ic 

variables (coordinates and momenta) with which motion in classical phys ics is described. 

But in quantum mechanics these quantities are not combined in the de scription of micro

object motion in phase space . 

Among various possible states of quantum systems the so-called eigen-states of 

phy s ical quantities are of special importance. Wi thout describing micro-object motion 
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itse~ within the given physical conditions defining a quantum-mechai1ical state the 

quantum mechanics separates such states and corresponding to them functions of potential 

energy from possible ones with which certain physical quantities conserve constant values. 

It is obvious that the corresponding measurements carried out for each s eparate specimen 

from the statis tical body of quantum systems being in the given eigen-state will provide 

the same result . Such a body has a definite vaiue of the physical quantity due to its 

conservation in each specimen in the process of motion. 

In order to create quantum systems being in the e i~en-state it i s necessary to 

bring about certain physical condit i ons repre s ented by a certain potential function. 

The peculiarity of quantum system properties is that in nature there are no such 

states of micro-object motion in which the space coordinate in any direction and the 

momentum component in the same direction remained constant. (By the way, in classical 

mechanics t hese conditions a r e va l id only in the state of object rest). Hence, the eigen-

states of t hese dynamic variables do no coincide. In order to bring about the eigen-s tate 

by the momentum the absence of any forces in space is necessary, whereas for the eigen

state by the coordinate an irr&initely narr ow potential box wi th infinitely high potential 

walls is required . 

A direct consequence of t he fact that in nature the r e are no states having const

ant Vaiues of the coordinate and momentum is the imp~ssibility to simultaneously measure 

the coordinate and momentum, since· t he process of measurement employs transition occurr

ing in each case of the mic ro-object from the state under study into one of the exist

ing eigen- states with the constant values of measurable quantities . 

Thus , •1uantum mechanics leads to the impos sibility of bringinp; about such mac r o

scopi c conditions of micro-obj ect motion which allowed to separate the s tati s tical body 

of q~antum systems with the cons tant values of the mom• ntum and coordinate . If the con-

d1tion of conserving one of the variables to be constant holds , then accordinG to the 

principle of uncertainty we obtain for the stati stica l body of such syscems a n indef i nite 

vaiue of a nothe r quan tity . It shoul d be noted that the term "an indefinite va iuc " having 

a specific , concrete mcanine; with r espect to the s t a ti s tical body of s imilar {Uan tum 

systems is often used r a ther lamely for a ~epara t e quantum sys tem when one for~e ts the 

fact that a separate measurement alway s ~ive s a certain value of the mea sured quant ity • 

Quantum mec hanic3 as 1' .Dirac hus emphasized in his book "PRI/ICIPLES OF I_UA!I'l'U M MECH ANICS" 

(ref ./81 , p . 145) proceeds from thJ a bstract poss ibility of an a s precise as desired 

s i ngle measurem , nt of the coordinate and momen tum of a micro-object. 

Suppose we have a sta ti s tical a ssembly of d ec trons not in t eractinG with eac h othe r 
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locali~ed in a certain area of space due to the use of identical potential boxes. If we 

ar€ able to instantly remove the potential walls of the box and let the electron into the 

space free of force fields affecting the el ~c tron, this will allow us to carry out as 

precise as desired measurement of the momentum of the single electron. In each specific 

measurem~nt we shall obtain a certain value of momentum. But the measurement of various 

specimens of the available body of identical systems will provide different results. Dis

persion characterizing the spread of obtained results in the statistical body is just 

contained in the uncertainty relation. 

Naturally we shall consider that measurement is a specail type of effect which 

despite the destruction of the not studied quantum system allows to obtain the values of 

the measured quantity which are inherent to the obj ect under study. Then the difference 

of experim~ntal re s ults of measurements carried out using separate specimens of the body 

of similar systems should de scribe the change of the given measured quantity in the pro

cess of micro-object motion in the s t ate under study. Then the goal of further development 

of quantum mechanics should be the description of the micro-object motion in the phase 

space p and q hidden from the direct observa~ion but uniquely related to the sta-

t1st1calbodies of the results of measurements. 

Since quantum mechanics gives the correct prediction of statistical distribution 

of the r esults of all possible meas urements, it is natural to suggest that the formalism 

of tne existing theory hiddenly contains e.ll the information on m1crv-object motion 

in the phase space p and q in any given state . 

Just in this respect, against the Kopenhagen school statements , some scientists 

made attempts to develop the conventional formalism of quantum theory. As P .Dirac r e

marks in his boo~8/ (p. 187), von Neumann was the first to introduce f or the quantum 

system the density F ( p ~ ) in the phase space which is analogous to the Gibbs 

density in classical statistical pP.ysics. But as far as quantum systems are concerned , 

this stutistical function cannot be measured directly since the statistical body of sys

t ems corresponding to it is hidden f rom the macroworld as it cannot be separated by 

creating macroscopic conditions for micro-object motion. In this respec t the f unction 

of probability density in phase space is entirely similar to the wave function also 

not measured directly in experiment but r ela ted theor etically with all the statistical 

distributions of the re sults of measurements . However, the development of the quantum 

theory on the basis of the distribution f unct ion in mixed coordinate-momentum space would 

deepen the theory since it would aLlow together with the predictions of statistical dis-

tributions or tae results of all possible measurement s to obtain information on the 

micro-object motion hidden from direct observa tion. 
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Note that the question of acquiring information on such motion does not contra

dict the conclusion drawn earlier by Von Neumann on the "hidden parameters", .A.s far back 

as 1932 in his excellent monograph "ll.A.TIDX.A.TISCHE GRUNDLA.GEN DER QUANT:mKECHANIK" /7/ 

which still remains the most strict and accurate descripti on of quantum mechanics, Von 

Neumann drew a conclusion on the impossibility of introducing into quantum mechani cs 

hidden parameters not taken into account which would allow to separat e sub-assemblies 

without momentWR and coordinate dispersi on and t o establish on t his basis "true" causal 

motion of micro-particles (p. 240-241), Thus, the conc~usion of Vo n Neumann refers to the 

parameters not taken into account in t heory but directly observed in experiment, since he 

speaks of the separation with their help of assemblies not described by convent i onal 

quant1111 theory. 

Acknowledging that modern quantum mechanics gives the complete description of all 

really directly observed quantities we PBJ a t tention to the inevitable exis tence of the 

parame ters of micro-object motion which are hidden from the direct observa t ion. These 

parameters cannot be used for separating with macroscopic means th~ a s semblie s contradict-

ing the pre sent day quantum theory and to available experimental data. But these parame

ters principally hidden from the direct observation should be cognizable by e s tablishing 

their relation to all the ass embly of observed quantities. 

It should be stressed that the solut ion of the problem of establis hing the uni que 

description of micro-object motion principally hidden f rom observ~tion will not ·allow to 

predict any new ef fect or r esult of measurements in the syhere of quantum phenomena. Then, 

what is this descr iption needed for? Firs t of all, it is ne eded to f ill in the gap in 

the explanat i on of quantum ef!'ects for which the existing theory provide s only statistic

al prediction of the r esults of ,observation. In other words, in order to give concr ete 

explanat~on, f or instance , to micro-partic l e moti on with the tunnel effect , to t he r ea s on 

of sta ti ti tical s pr ead of the r esults of repe .. ted measurements and a t l ast to t he unity of 

corpuscular and'wave properties of mat,er a new experiment would be necessary to run, 

if the question arose of substituting the old exylanation uy a new one . But jus t the 

paradox of our time is tha t for forty year~ of quantum mechanic s existence t here has been 

no explanat ion whatever of the above ef f ec t s . Thus, quantum mechanics i n its present-day 

fora giving correct and compl e t e description of statistic~! di s tri but ion of the re sults 

or all possible measurement s does not pr ovide, nevertheless , in an obvious fo rm all what 

could be established conc·erning micro-obje~t motion in the microworld bas ing on these 

results of measurements , 
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Besides, it should be noted that the elimination of the gap in the explanation of 

quantum effects basing on the establishment of the nature of quantum effects hidden from 

the di rect observation will permit in due course to predict new exp erimental r esults not 

in the field of a t omic physics but in the deeper spheres of , physics where even a formal 

theoretica l formalism has not been developed yet on the basis of available representations . 

Strictly speaking , molecular theory as well which had opened wide horizons for physicists 

gave no practical results just to phenomenological thermodynamics. 

Prof. D.I . Blokhintsev in his monograph "PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS" 

(rer .16/) quite correctly remarks that the ass umption on the hidden causal motion of 

quantum particl es to which principally hidden, not meas urable parameters correspand cannot 

be rej ec ted bas~ng on the considerations called the Neumann theory/7/(pp. 133-147), s ince 

Von Neumann proceeds from the observability of parameters hidden in the formalism of 

modern quantum theory . Nevertheless , the methods of mathema t ical stati s tics , in fact, 

allow to strict ly prove the same conclusion for the unobservable parameters as well. 

Further i t will be shown that for the principally hidden micru-partic le motion the repre

sentation of mot ion a long certain tra j ectories in phase space is banned s ince such motion 

is incompatible in terms of mathematical statistics wi th probability di s tributions given 

in quantum theory for the observable quantities. 

This means that the attempt s of some physicists/9- 12/to deve lop quantum theory for 

establishing dynamical mo tion are condemned to fail . The impossibility of creating the 

causal, not statist ical description of the r esults of measurements in q uantum processes 

has been proved by Von Neumann. Further we shall prove the nec es s ity of involving stat

istics not only to predict result~ but also to de scribe micru-particle motion principally 

hidden from direct observation . 

Searching fo r a unique description of hidden-particle motion, using the methods 

of mathematical statistics a non-classical way of motion as complex as desi1·ed should be 

admitted, if oece~sary. Their unique compatibility with all the amount of experimental 

re sults predicted with the p~e sent day theory can be the only criterion of the correct

ness of the discovered properties of hidden micro-par ticle motion. Therefore, the inverse 

me thod for finding the unobserved function of the di s tribution of the F(p,q) probability 

density in phase space proceeding from the analysis of the mathematical formalism of the 

available quan tum mechanics is quite natural . 

Just this way of obtaining the mixed densi ty matrix or the function of the joint 

momentum- coordinate distribut ion has been chos en by E. Wi gnerl13/, G. Beil/141, 

Ya.P.Terlet sky/151, D.I . Blokhintsevf161, ~.Dirac/ 1 7/ and J. E. Moyal/181, However , the 
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1 , G. Beil/141 , 

yal/181, However, the 

above authors have not succeeded in obtaining the description of the hidden motion of 

micro-p~ticles since obtained probability densities in phase space were expressed either 

by the complex runction or had negative va~ues. The use of such quasi-probability distribu

tion functions means the development of new versions of the rormalism for describing the 

re~ults of observations in quantum mechanics only in their external form close to that 

of classica! statistical physics. 

The prvblem or uniqueness o~ the avlutions obtained by the above authors has been 

discussed by R.L.Stratanovich/191. u.V.Ryazanovf201 cvuld not avoid neg~tive •probabili

ties• in generalizing the approach developed by R.Feynman/21 / as well. 

In describing in terms of classical statistics specific quantum properties r elat

ing to the interference effects of quantum mechanics, negative va~ues were always obtained 

for the F(p,q) hidden function found theoretically. However, nobody has proved yet the 

theorem of the impossibility to svlve the inverse problem of determining the real and 

everywhere positive function F(p,q ) of the hidden probability distribution in the space 

of simultaneously not measurable dynamic variables p and q with theknowndistributions of 

f(p) and}J (q). Since we discuss here really existing hidden and as complicated as desired 

micro-particle motion for whose cogniti on no principal obstacles should exist, failures 

in solving this problem should be considered only as a proof of its complicacy. 

The consideration and solution of an analogous inverse problem in classical phys-

ics can promote the overcoming of difficulties in solving the problems set in quantum 

mechanics. As far as is known, in classical statistical physics no problem was solved on 

the unique determination of probability density in phase space using known probability 

distributions for coordinates and momenta. At the same time this problem can be set both 

for object performing dynamical motion along certain trajectories in phase space and for 

objects moving along stochastic trajectories. 

4. Statistical Description of the Motion of Individual Objects 
In Classical Physics 

Prior to solving the inverse problem in classical mechanics let us refer to the 

stati s tical description of the dynamical motion of individual objects . Unfortunately, the 

descrip tion has not been widely used in practice despite the fact that just in its sta -

t1st1nal form classical mechanics allows a direct comparison with experimental results. 

The initial notions of the so-called statistics~ mechanics (phase space, micro

canonical dis tributions, phase space invariance with respect to canonical transformations 

of variables, e tc. ).are considered in formulating the funJamenta l problem of statistical 

ph,ysics . M.Born/32/ has i nvestigated a gen .. ral case of statistics~ dynamics de s cribing 
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the combinations of separate particl e motions il'long trajectorie s strictly following dynam

ical laws with t he given di stribut ion of the initial values of velocities and coordinates. 

To be frank , the author erroneously ident i fied hi s proof of the limitedness of predictions 

of classical object motion s tates with the unde terminacy of the laws of classical mechan -

ics. Both iu its conventional a nd s t a t istical forms classical michanics proceeds con

s i s tently from the Laplas~ predP. t ermination of f uture motion states. Statistical ca l 

culations given in ref. /JZ/ ar e based entirely on the acknowledgement of determina cy 

of classical obj ect motion since f0r each obj ect of the origi nal statistical body a 

strictly determined trajectory iS taken but not a stoc has t i c one in phase space. 

The stati stica l dynamics of the motion of separate classical par ticles is a limit

ing case in 4uantum mechanics since in vanishing of Planck's constant to zero quantum 

mechanics turns out directly into stochastic c lassical mechanics. This limiting transfer 

has been studied by Ya.P.Terletsky/151, Thus, some features of t he stati s tical representa

tions of quantum mechanics are common to the stochasti c form of c lassical mechanics and, 

therefore , they cannot be ascr::.bed to the specific properties of quantum mechanics laws, 

Owing to this , the analysis of the s tochastic formulation of clansical mt. chanics turns 

out to be rathe r useful for clarifying a number of s imple problems intricated by some 

clumsy , imperfect formula Lions of the conventional de s cription of quantum mechanics. The 

exhaus tive aoa1ysis of stochastic mechru•ics can a l so promote further clarification of s uch 

initial problems of s tatistical mecha~ics as the proof of ergodicity and the substlf>tiation 

of the i rreversibility of proceGscs. For instance , er godicity in the case of statis t ical 

dynamics re uults di r ectly from the Liouville theorem on phaGe volume conservation in the 

canonical trarwformation of variables correspondi ng to the variation of coordinates and 

velocities according to the dynamical laws of classical mechanics. Indeed, the continuum 

of particleG havint; various total e,,ergi es which are p lo tted by a dot ted line in phase 

s,ace due to the Liouville theorem will move for a short period At so that the dots 

of phase space describing th· continuum will pass the vulume proportional t o the time 

interval d and which is independent of the chosen time t • This invariance of the 

phase volume traversed for the time 

ref ./?/, p . 331) . 

At , just m .. ans ergodici ty . (See , fo r ins t ance , 

The time variation of the probability density F ( p , q , t ) in phase space for 

the continuum of particles not interacting with each other , moving accor ding to the l aws 

of c lassical uyr~amics i G <le!.cr·ibed by the welL-known Liouville equation. If uniform 

probability ucnsity distribution a.~.one; one of the particle trajectories (and the zero 

value of the probability density) f or the remaining dvts of pha se space corresvonds to 
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the initial statisticalassembly of the system under consideration, such aicrocanonical 

distribution remains constant in tim~. This kind of the time-independent state is of 

special interest since the solution of the inverse problem put by ourselves leads in this 

case to the determination of a certain trajectory in phase space from the analysis of the 

statistical distributions jJ (q) and f(p), It is also worth noting that the description 

of the time-independent assembly of classical particles located on a single phase traject

ory is quite identival to the description of the motion of a single particle at various 

stochastic periods of time taken according to the law of uniform distribution. Ergodicity 

in this case is a direct consequence of the dependence od statistical distributions of 

quantities describing the object motion state, upon the variation of these quantities in 

time which is considered to be a stochastic quantity, Now it is evident also that the 

relative durat~ons of the system residing in a certain region of phase space should be 

considered not as formal probabilities deprived of proper statistical bodies as it has 

been stated, for instance, by M.A.Leontovich/33/, but as the most conventional probabil

ities referring to the body of states at stochastic moments of time•). 

In order to study the motion of an individual classical particle we can employ 

a device measuring only the particle coordinate and separately a device meas~ing only 

the particle momentum, Applying these devices in two series of independent measurements 

we obtain some statistical distributions of results of measurements performed, 

In this case two versions are possible of holding the conditions of the independen

cy of separate measurements, If one neglects the effect of measurement on the obj ect under 

study, all the measurements can be subsequently carried out with one and the same object 

at independent stochastic moments of time, If each separate measurement results in consi

derable violation of motion of the object under study, the statistical investigation 

K) This approach in which time is considered to .be a stochastic quantity can be s ucce ss
fully applied also to the stochastic description of the motion of a particle belonging 
to the equilibrium assembly of particles not interacting with each ot her, for instance, 
to i deal gas, In t his case stochastic quantitites describing the state of individual 
object motion will be functions of both the stochastic period of time and the stochastic 
quantity of particle total energy, The proof of ergodicity , naturally, remains the same 
since averaging ove r quantitl.es in time means statistical averaging over the continuum 
of states at various stochastic perio~ of time. 

The consideration of time as a stochastic quantity is tolerable a l so for a quasi
stationary assembly .of systems performing conditionally period~cal motion if the period 
of the motion is much shorter than relaxation time , So, e r godicity or more exactly quasi
ergodicity can be strictly proved f or those mechanical sysoem whose s tatistical descript
ion of motion can be based on accepting the observation t ime of the motion state to be a 
stochas tic quantity suffering uniform dis tribution. 
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is possible since measurements can be carri ed out with various specimens of the statist

ical bodies of similar systems. 

Such an avproach to the investigation of the motion of an individual classical 

obj ect i s applicable not only for describing motion along stochas tic trajectories of the 

type of Brownian particle motion but for a convenoional causal motion along a definite 

trajec tory as well . The methods of ma themat i cal s tati s tics should evidently allow to 

obtain the de scription corresponding to this specially chosen method of expe rimental in

vestigation for any type of motion.In other words,the st~tistical distribut ions of the re

sults of independent measurements of coordinates and momenta should be predic t e d theoreti-

cally fo r any type of moti on. In it s turn, there s hou l d be a theoretical poss ibility of the 

unique recon s truction of ~o t io n desc r ipti on i n the phase 8pace of co ordinates a nd momenta by 

the statis tical dis tributions of coor dinates a nd momenta s eparately f ound in exper i ment. 

This method of investigations is peculiar of the applicability of its results 

also to the cdse when each measurement le~ds to the de s truction of the system unde r study. 

Only due to the pos sibility available in classical mechanics to carry out measurement 

without violating the effect studied this princip~lly impol'oant method of investig~tion 

turned out to be undeveloped in cLassical sta ti s tical phys ics. 

Cons i der first the general ca~e of periodic motion or a cla~sical object along 

a certain trajectory in phase space. For the sake of simplicity consider the case of 

one-dimensional motion. 

Considering the r esult s of meas urements of coordinates and momenta as a function 

of a stochastic quantity of observation time q = f}(t) and p = p ( t) and taking 

for t the unaorm di s tribut ion lf(t)dt = ~ dt , where the normalizing factor T is 

a period, we find the following expressions for the probability densi ty of acquiring the 

coordinate and momenta values in indep'endent stochastic measurements : 

2 ~ 2 ~1-
p(q.) "r 17ii = T )gp (q.)j (1a) 

2 -1 -2-1-
f(p)=Tm- T/;~(p)/ (1b) 

where H (p,q) is a Hamiltonian for the motion under study . 

Emphasize that the appearance of statistics in the distribution of the results 

of coordinate and momentum mea surement of a classical object moving alon~ a definite 

traj ectory is related '.ot to expe rimental errors but to s tochastic selection of the 

moment of m~asurement. Various value s obtained in these ex~riments characterize the fact 
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that the object under study resides at vari ous points of space in the states having 

various momenta. In this connection the meaning of the obtained distributions is very 

simple. For instance, the probability Jtq)dq of acquiring in meas urements the value 

q, in the interval dq_ is proportional to the t ime of real object residing in this re

gion of space. The distribution of the probability dens ity f (p) has a similar meaning . 

The obtained dis tribut ions J(q) and { ( p) are characterized by the dispersions 

(~q) 2 
and (4 p)2 

diff ering from zero, if only the object under study is not at re s t. 

With the definite (fixed) value of energy these dispersions turn out to be correlated. 

Moreover, if one considers a clas s ical harmonic oscillator of the total energy ~ 
one finds for it the same relation for dispersions as f or a quantum oscill ator in t he 

zeroth state, i.e., (llq)2(ap)2z¥ 
Since our description of the results of me a surements of dynamical variables of 

the classical objec t is, entirely analogous in form to the sta tistical de scription of 

tiae-independent states in quantum mec hanic s, the obta ined r e sult s clearly show the 

groundlessness of the interpretation of the term "uncertainty" applied in quantum mechan

ics to a separate micro-object. Only K.V.Nikolsky/221 and D.I.Blokhintsevf23/ in their 

courses of studies on quantum mechanics followed the mathematical s tat i stical language 

which had been used for the .first time by Von Neumann/6/ to desc r ibe the esse nce of 

quantum mechanics. 

On the othe r hand, these authors obviously undere s timated, however, the main 

peculiarity of statis tical assemblies consisting of no t int eracting part i c les a s a means 

for clarifying the properties of motion of individual obj ect s . 

Strictly speaking, the dispersions ( ll q) 2 
and (II P f both in clas sical 

and in quantum mechanics refer to the statis tical assemblie s of independent r epeated 

measurements with similar physical systems. The objective character of measurements 

implies the true realization of these distributions in the assembly of similar sys t ems 

in the Process of motion of objects studied. Since the assembly consists of particles 

not interacting with each other, the stati s tical dis tributions r eferring to the assembly 

are at the same time the stati s tical form for de scribing individual par ticle motion. 

With t he given energy differing from zero of the classical oscillator we are not able 

using any variations of the potential functions to create motion corre s~onding to a 

statistical as sembly having zero value s of both the dis persions. 

The motion itself of the classical object under study in the phase space but not 

the fact that the object has no definite momentum at each point of space leads to this 

circumstance. The impossibility of creating an assembly with zero di spersions with the 
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given oscillator energy implies also the impossibility of simultaneous measuring the 

coordinate and the momentum when a device is used which distroys the motion under study. 

Obviously, this limitation of experimental posRibilities cannot deprive a classical 

object of its property to move at each point of space at a definite velocity. The most 

important fact is that the application of the more perfect device measuring simultaneous

ly the particle momentum and ~oordinate is not the only method for proving this property. 

Rather a simple theoretical analysis of the distributions }J(q) and j{P) 
obtained only in the independent separate measurements of coordinates and momenta 

allow to uniquely establish the presence of motion along a definite trajectory of the 

phase space . 

Relation (1a) bv itself establishes the relation between the absolute value 

of velocity or the momentum and the coordinate. 

Indeed , m 1 I pI = 2 T PUP ( 2) 

We are onl y to exclude from this relation the unknown parameters m and T. 

Time differentiation over time of relat ion ( 2) give s 

I P·)- g_ /P'I4)/101 < ) 
- T }J 2(2) :3 

Substituting this value of P6to (1b) we obtain the r e lation correlating the 

~vnamical variables p and q only by the functions jJ(q) and j'(p) known from 

measurements. 

/PJf(p)= P
2

(ctl 
l_p' ( q,)/ (4) 

Relation (4) determines , consequentl;y, .the equation of the traj ector.v in the 

phase space of variables p and ct 
Using it, f or example , for a classical oscillator. having the distributions 

~ _1~ p ( q) = 1f -{~;-qz 
1 __i__._., 

and f ( P) : 1f f R,2 - P1 

• e find known equa. ti on of the ellipse for th~ ph"-s e t rajectory of the cl.&.o.sic<tl 

oscillator~ ::1- ~· 
The most important fact is that i n deduc ing re l ations ( 1a) , (1b) and in 

solving the inverse problem of detPl~ining the phase trajectory by using statistical 

distributions mea~>ure d we did not employ the dynamical l aws of c .Lassical med.anics . Thit: 
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circumstance has a principal meaning since it makes relation (4) applicable for finding 

out the hidden motion along a definite trajectory independently of effective dynamical 

laws . Consequently, the fact of motion aJ.ong a definite trajectory due to the kinematic 

factors causes certain dependence of separate statistical distributions on q and p which 

are the projections of the combined micro- canonical d1str1bution in phase space. 

Thus, basing only on the measured distr1butionsP (q) au~ f(p) without making the 

simultaneous measurement of the momentum and the cvordinate and without making any sug

gestions on dynamical laws governing the motion of an object under study we can by using 

relation (4) establish the motion itself along a trajectory and determine the trajectory 

itself of object motion in phase space. 

This means that we can apply relation also to the anaJ.ysis of hidden microparticle 

motion in various quantum-mechanical states. Since in this aspect of physics it is prin

cipally impossible to simultaneously measure the momentum and the coordinate of the micro

particle, the above method of ru•aJ.ysing is the only poss1bility to clear out the hidde n 

motion along a certain trajectory. Introducing into relation (4) distributions given by 

quantum mechanics for time- independent states we make sure that the obtained equation has 

no solutions. Equality (4) does not hold with any real vaJ.ues of p for definite q if, 

for instance, a dJ.str1bution f~<ction for a ~uantum oscillator is taken. This violation 

of equality (4) takes place for all ~uantum-mechanical states with the wave function 

presenting the superposition of flat waves. 

The absence of solutions for the trajectory equation means that the quantum

mechanical distributions p(qJ and j (P) are not compatible with the representation of 

the hidden motion along a s1nglc trajectory. only the fre e mot1on of micro-particles 

with the given momentum is an exception, i.e., the case when wave interference is 

absent. 

Consequently, the concLUSion of Von Neumann i s generali zed also for the case 

of entirely hidden, principally not observed parameters. This means that the statistic

al character of quant~-mechanical description is due not only to the stochastic selection 

of the measurement time of the separate specimen from the statistical assembly of similar 

objects being in the time-independent state of motion, but by a more comylex character 

of the hidden, directly unobservable motion. 

I t should be noted that D,.Bobm 1111 has made a completely wrong conclusion on the 

~xistcnce of hidden quantum-mechanical motion of particles along dynamical trajectories. 

1';) 



A system of two equations obtained from the Shroedinger equation was interpreted by the 

author as equations of the ~ynamical description for microparticle motion basing on the 

fact that one of these equations is of the Jacobi-Hamiltonian type with an additional 

quantum-mechanical potential. As has been shown earlier by B.T.Gelikaan/24/ with an 

example of the Brownian motion, in classical physics such a system of equations is des

cription of sta tistical but not Qvnamical motion of the particle. The hidden parameter 

tre~ted by D.Bohm as the velocity of a separate particle at a definite point of space is, 

in fact, only the mean veloci t y of the particle continuum at the given point. 

The search for the theoretical de s c r iption of the hidden motion of quantum mecha-

nics should be carried out taking into account the stochastic character of this motion 

on the basis of statistical analysis allowing to determine everywhere positive probabil

ity densi ty F ( P, q ) in phase space. The above-developed approach is easily generalized 

for the case of more complicated motion in phase space. For the sake of conserving comp

lete clearness , it i s reas onable to make this generalizationusing the examples of object 

motion from classical mechanics. 

Let the independent and separate measurements of q and P be carried out in a 

statistical ass embly of the system whose total energy is distributed according to the law 

W((; ). The re sults of measurements of the distribution functions p(q,) and j(P) for a 

time-independent case will be identical both for an assembly consisting of a mechanical 

mixture of systems having various but constant energy values for each specimen and for 

the assembly consisting of similar non-conservative systems whose total energy varies due 

to independent stochastic variations of perturbations. The interpretation of statistical 

results will be, of course, different for such assemblies. 

The observed dis tributions in our case will be as follows 

rCXI 2m W(£)Bc 

p(q,)'"' Jt,(q,) T(£)1P(E,CJ,lj 

JID 2 ~ 
j(p) = t:.(p) T(£)Jp(E,~ 

' (5a) 

(5b) 

On the other hand, these functions are related with t he integral relations to probability 

density in phase s pace 
jJ(q) = J ro F'(P , q_)d.p 

- CJ:J 
(6a) 

f (p) == r: F(P. ~) ctcr (6b) 
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Comparing these two r elations we have 

F' (p.~) = ~w) ( 7 ) 

where the functions W{£) and T ( £) are also unknown. It follows from this relation that 

probabilit.v 

of only one 

dens ity necessar y for us should be searched for as some funct ion F ( £ ) 
p1 ( ) 

variable £ = 2m + L) q. 
Expr bssin g the absolute ve l ocity (_mp) in r ela tion (5a) through energy, we obta in 

for the unlmown function F ( £ ) the following Wolte r integral equation of the firs t 

jJ(q_)= V2m' f m F'(t:) dC 
e, Ve- e, ' 

type: 

( 8 ) 

where q in t he function p (q) should be expressed by the lower intee;ral limit ~ =lJ{qJ . 
Equation (8) is identical to that found i n the known Abe l problem. It has the only 

solution/25/ of the following form: 

F(
E) __ 1_ d f"' p(q_ = q. (c,) dt:, 

- r.vuar c. ~ (9) 

Thus, the solution of the inverse problem has be en ob tained ~y ourselve s us ing 

the dynamical laws of the classical mechanics. In order to determine the probability den

sity F( G) in phase SpliCe it i s necessary to !mow the probability y ( q ) and the function 

of the potential ene r gy LJ{~} . The momentum distribu tionj(p) with such an approach 

canoe predicted basing on ( 6b) and (5b), where£, should be taken equal tot~+ Um'iiL 
Relation (7) implies that the equality C =t-~ •v(q.} s hould be va lid. Re lations (5) and 

( 6 ) can be used i n statistical consideration of the obj<ct motion independe ntly of the 

dynamical laws of classical me chanics. In t his case all the statistical distributions 

refer to the Hibbs statistical ass embly consisting of similar not inte racti ng with each 

other physi cal systems suffering stochastic perturbations of motion from one and the 

same t hermostat. The observed di s tributions j( Cf-} and f ( p} are sums taken with cer

t ain wei e;hts of statistical dis tributions corres~onding to motion a long separate traject

ories in phase space. Due to stochastic perturbation of motion the sys tem under study 

passes f rom a trajectory to another one , i ts micro-state being varied by step . If the 

independent measurements of q, and p do not violate the motion of our system, 

stati~tical dis tributions can be obtained in the assembly of r epea ted independent 

measuremen t s at stochastic moment s of time us ing one phy si cal system interacting with 

the thermostat . The probability di stribu t ions of mea~uremcnt r esults are due in this 

case not only to stochastic choice of the time of measurement but to the stocha s tic 

characte r of the variation of dynamical motion of the ob ject under study. 
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E. 

AC Cepting the canonical energy distribution W(8): ~ e -1)" for a one-dimensional 
2 

classical oscillator which is a c lassical Brownian part icle i n the force f i e ld rnUJo ~ 

and s~!ering independent stochas tic perturbations one obtains from r elat i on ( 5 ) for ~ 

and D the Gaussian law dis tributions in agreement with the r esults of ref./30/ Thus, 

Gaussian distributions are obtained as a result of s uaming the distributions 

where 

p(q,E)= ~-·~~~ ---· 
.2 2e 

qo =- mw! and P: = 2me 

a nd 
1 

f(P,E)= 1i'{p:(c)- P'l (10) 

The particle moving in phas e space along an elliptical trajectory corresponding 

to the total energy t: at s ome stochas tic t i me t at the point q(t) suffers a perturba

tion changing instantly it s momentua P ( t) by soae s tochastic quantity A P ~ . Hence, 
~ ,_,>_na 

being at the same poi nt q , having the previous potential energy ~ at the time 

t + dt, the particle has now a nother value of kinetic e nergy (P+&Pi.)'l=~ +A£. ,The total 
2 P p { p )2 2 m m L 

osci llator energy is varied by the same value AC· = •
2 

+a " according to which 
" m 

further particle motion in phase space occurs along a new elliptical trajectory. 

5. Problem of Unique Statis tical De scription of Hidden Microparticle 

Motion in Phase Space 

The hidden value of the probability de nsity F (P, q.) in phas e space for 

quantum sys t ems in a general form should be, of course , s earched for proceeding from the 

wave f unc t i on of the stat e , a s it c ontains all the data on the s tatis tical dis tributions 

of the measur ed ouantities . However, the approach deve l oped in the previous Section for 

the sy s tems of c lassical mechani cs seems to offe r int er esting possibilities for studying 

some t vpica l quantum systems as we ll. 

As has been alreadv mentioned, f or t he c l ass i cal oscillator having the defin1t e 

energy E0-~ , the dispe r sions f or t he q and P di stribut i ons coi nc i de with those f or 

the quantum os c i l lator in the zer o state . The q and p distributions t hemselves 

considerably diffe r from quantum dist r ibut i ons . However, f or the classi cal oscillator 

excited bv Brownian perturbations we have t he q and p dis tributions of the same t ype as 

in t he case of the zero state of the quant um oscillator . This simil arity of di s t ributions 

al l ows to expect that i nformat i on on the hidden motion can be obtained in analysin g some 

quantum sy s tems basing on the so l ution of inver se problem (9) obtained for a c l as sical 

syntem . 
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To employ relation (9) for the determination of F (E) on p(q) for the quantum 

oscillator is t o accept the hypothesis that oscillator moti011 be tween perturbations occurs 

according to the laws of classical dynamics, whereas perturbations of the known origin 

varying the state of hidden motion occur stochastically and inde pendent ly of object 

position in phase space. In order tu prove the validity of this unusual and simple hypoth

esis on the hidden motion of a quantur1 oscillator it is necessary to obtain the every

where positive probability density FCp,~) which would provide complete coincidence of 

quantum mechanical distributions for all the variables observed obtained by using that 

density. 

Substituting into (9) the distribution for the zero state of the quantum oscilla-

tor P,,(~)= /'P.[2= tt:We -<~-(~ , where 2 h 
C}o = ~o , we find 

w - e~ 
the function of the probability density in phase space F(p,cp = 2.'1i£. e ; where 

and the 

energy distribution, respec tively , coinciding with the Hibbs canonical distribution if the 

e . h We 
distribution module 16 taken to be E

0 
= ~ The obtained function F(p,q) is every-

where positive . The distribution f(p) calculated on its basis exactly coincides with the 

quantum mechanicaldis tribution f. 1 -P"/. • !1 h 
(p) -- e tP. where P. = '(mw. 

o = P. "\f1F' 
It might seem on the face of it that there is, nevertheless, an obvious contra

diction of energy distribution for the considered oscillator with the total energy con st

ancy of the quantum oscillator . However, in fact just the consistent use of quantum theory 
p• 

formalism shows the comple te i denti ty of the se systems. Our variable £ ~ 2m+ U(q.) for 

fixing the positions of systems under s tudy at a definite el l iptical trajectory in phase 

space is first of all a hidden quantity in quantum mechanics as the sum of instant values 

of kinetic and potential ener~ie s . It is due to impossibility to measure simultaneously 

the momentum and coordinate that the impossibility of measuring the quan tity E and of 

observing its dis tribution dispersion arises. In quantum mechanics one,measures another 
"' p 1 ~ ) 

quantity E. corresponding to the operator of the total energy H = 2 m .,.. u~q.. , 
which is equal to the sum of op .. rators of kinetic and potential energies , whereas the 

hidden energy vaLue £isthe sum of eigen-va Lues of kinetic and potential energies. The 

mean value of this unobservable quantity is equal to total oscillator ener6Y· Indeed, 

E = J. E W. (C.) de = !J{!-• • It should be keJJt i n mind that for the precision measure

ment of total energy infinitely large time i s always r equired according to the uncertain

ty principle. 

Only the fact that the va.1.ues of the hidden quantity £ cxcee.d the total system 
hcu. 

energy E0 = ---r might seems to be discrepant. However , this circumstHnce iH, 
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first of all, a direct consequence of the same seeming contradiction of the relation be

tween energy variables in quantum mechanics itself. The values of kinetic and potential 

epergi es measure d s eparately take, according to quantum theory, also eigen-values exceed

ing that of t otal energy. The present day quantum theory dues not explain this unusual 

r e l a tion be tween the energy characteris tics stressing only the absence of discrepancy in 

the f rame work of the accepted formalism due to the simultaneous immesurability of these 

quant ities . 

Thus, it is natural that the unobse rvable quantity e WhiCh is the sum of the 

eigen-values of kine tic and potentia l energi es takes va.1.ues exceeding those of total 

energy. But physical theory trying to describe hidden motion cannot be limited only by 

forma l clearing out the formal absence of discrepancy in this fact. 

It is necessary to obtain phy s i cal explanation both of thi s fact and of the 

reasons of the uninsulated non-conservation character of quantum systems. 

An a t t empt to de s cribe a quantum osci llator as entirely i dentical to the above

consi de red Brownian one for which it would be impossible to measure the instant energy C , 
confr onts a diff iculty of principle. Quantum particl es r e l eased due to the tunnel effect 

have always ener gy corres.,onding to the total energy of the sys t em having a negligible 

energy di spe r s ion spread. Hence , perturbation experienced by quantum systems does not 

change t he total energy of the system. This will be possible i ·f one supposes that with 

each perturbat ion simultaneously energy should be varied by &Ct and the potential ener gy 

should be varied by the va ... ue a UL =-a e L • which ke eps the unchange d value in the 

process of f urther particle motion in phase space till next stochastic perturbation. 

Consequently , the unobserved quantity ~ =~: +O(q) taking i~to accvunt instant change s 

of kinetic ener gy Ei = CL + a U L which remain constant. Such proce s se s occurring with 

total ene r gy conservati on are called virtual in quantum mechanics. 

Kine t ic ene rgy fluctuations are responsible for the departure of the particle into 

a r egion remoted f rom the at t r action centre whe r e the potential energy de termined by the 
mw:~£ 

class ical func tion u(q)=~ without taking into account stochastic perturbations 

of the potential by 4 U L considerably exceeds the total energy of the system. The tunnel 

ef fect is explained by particle pas sage over the potential barrier due to the stochas tic 

process of lowering the who"!e potentia l function. Employing the c lasGical image of the 

force f i eld potentia l quantum mechanics, in f act, takes into acc.ount in a hidden WB:f the 

macr oscopic na ture of potential energy fluctuations. Without explaining the physical 

essence of t he t unne l ef fe ct mode rn theory us es rathe r impr oper t ermi nology ( s ubbarier 
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particles, the tunnel effect) . The very fact that quantum mechanics predicts as large 

values of kinetic energy as desired makes the repre sentation of particle passa~e under 

the barrier to be groundless. 

Thus, for a typically quantum case of motionsuch as a quantum oscillator is at the 

lowest energy state, the positive distribution function in the mixed coordinate-momentum 

representation was determined for the first time. The same fac t that this solution was 

found by basing on c~assical avproach means that the quantum oscillator between separate 

perturbations makes a micromotion according to the dynamic laws of classical mechanics. 

Only the presence of outside stochastic pe rturbations of special type causes the specific 

properties of quantum mechanics. In c~assical physics there are no similar examples of an

insulated systems when outside perturbation leads to the contrary variations of kinetic 

and potential energies. 

Earlier only the hypothesis and speculations were expressed on the nature of the 

statistical character of the quantum-mechanical de s cription. Thus, according to D.I.Blok

hintsev•s opinion the quantum statis tical character is due to the impossibility of insul

ating macrosystems from macroworld/261. A more definite opinion on the possible nature of 

the uninsulated characterof macrosys tems was modestly expressed by the authors of the 

course of studies/27/ as a preliminary untested hypothesis printed in small type letters. 

ThP.y called fluctuation perturbations f rom the virtua l field of vacuum photons as a pos-

sible reason of stochastic eft'ect on micro-object motion. The relation of uncertainty 

for a cl~ssical harmonic oscillator excited by fluctuations going from photon vacuum were 

laid in the basis of s uch an assumpt1on/2B/.The inadequacy of this b~sis becomes especially 

evident if one recollects the above-obtained result of the validity (at s ume energy) of 

the uncertainty relation also for a c~assical oscillator performing dynamic ~otion. 

A convincing argument of the important role of vacuum fluctuations in quantum 

mechanics has been obtained by E.I.Adirovich and M.I.Podgoret sky/291. :o has been shown 

there that a c.tassical harmonic oscillator excited by fluctuation perturbations with the 

virtual photons of vacuum has exactly the same coordinate and mome ntum di s tributions as 

a quantum oscillator in the zero state. 

The authors have not found for the oscillator unde r consideration the energy dis

tribution W( C ) defining probability density in phase space . Hsvin~ obtained the disper

sion of energy dis tribution differing from zero and having not noticed that it was relat

ed to the hidden, directly no t observed quantity they made a wrong conclusion on the 

incomplete adequacy of t he considered classi ~al and 1uantum oscillator. 

Using th~ above proof of the absence of contradiction in the energy cha=acterist-
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ics of these oscillators we can, basing on the results of rer./29/make an unambiguous 

conclusion on the physical nature of f~uctuation perturbations violating the insulated 

charac t er of quantum systems. It is virtual processes of quantum system excitation with 

photon vacuum that cause simultaneous fluctuations of kinetic and potential energies~ 

total energy being conserved. 

Thus, a specific peculiarity of the presence of the zero energy E.= h~. 
of quantum systems is compl etely due to their uninsulation of zero vacuum oscillations, 

i.e. to the eff ect of vi rtual photons of vac uum. Since the virtual process of kine tic 

energy variation due to the potential one can occur by definition only in coupled systems, 

only such systems have zel~ energy, and the va~ue of zero energy turns out to be propor-

tional to tn~ frequency GUo descr ibing the degree of microparticle coupling. The exist

ence of the finite va~ue of ze ro energy of the cvupled sys t em in turn means the absence 

in nature of the assemblies having dispersions for q and p simultaneously equal to 

zero. Consequently, the uncertainty relat ion is due to the impossibility in principle to 

insuia t e the systems from zero vacuum oscilla tions but not to the properties of measure

ment. On the contrary, the impossibili t y to simultaneous ly measure the momentum and coor

dinate i s a direct consequence of the absence of ~uantum as~emblies corres~onding to the 

state of rest of the locali zed part icle and to the necessity in principle to violate the 

moti on s t a t e unde r study in each separat e act of measurement. 

Thus, just inte r act ion with va cuum taken into account by t he theoretical formalism 

in a not obvi ous way makes a ll the diffe rence in quantum mechanics from the statis tical 

description of dynamical systema of classical phy sic s . The impossibility in principle to 

insulate any ma t erial sys tem from i nteraction with physical vacuum repre senting systems 

with infinite number of freedom dec r e es makes quantum laws universal and leads to not 

causal motion of micropart ic l e s i n principle. 

These bas i c specific prope r ties of hidde n micr o-particle motion were clarified 

i n this s tudy bas in:; on the unique mixed coordinate -momentum stati s tical description of 

a quantum harmonic oucilla~or i n a ze ro s t ate . However , a further analysis shows that the 

stochas t ic ef f., ct (di s cove red in this partic~lar case ) of phy sica l vac uum upon mic ropar

ticles in a bound ~tate docs not desc~ibe the spec i fic properties of the hidden motion 

of quantum part i cles . This stochaGtic eff ect of vacuum prede t ermines some similarity 

stres ~ed by Shroedin,,erf 34 I and Fuert/2/ of the basic equation of quantum mechanics and 

the clasc; i cn l e 1u.at j on of Brownian particle motion. But, on the oth., r hand, the available 

princ i pal di!"fcrence of these equations fails t o be fully ex~lained by the diffe rence of 

the ori~in of virt ual p rturbations gain~ from phys ical vac uum, of molecul ar perturbations 

s uffered by th( Brov1n ian particle . 
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Further, a short survey i s made of invest igations where some analogy available 

in the statistic laws of quantum mechanics and cLassical diffusion have been obviously 

overestimated. B. T. Gelikman/241 was the first to indicate the possibility of describing 

classical diffusion of a free Browni~ particle with a system of ~no equations, the first 

of which is "the motion equation" f or probability density (a statistical analog of Jacobi

Hamilton equation) as + (v S)\ mD'l [ 'J'lfl - .i. (U p)I.J- 0 
ot 2m p 2 P2 

-
(11) 

and t he second is the continuum equation in which probability density velocity ~ 
is expressed by the action function V = Q S which is average for the particle con-

tinuum. Comparing this system of equations with that obtained from the Shroedinger equa

tion for the module s quared lf i2=.P and the phaseS of the wave function, B. T. Gelikman 

has arrived at the concLusion of the coincide nce of t he se equations basing on the fact 

that the quantum-mechanical analog of the Jacobi-Hamilton equation for a free particle 

as (vS )1 h2 
[ 

92.P 1 (u.P)
2 J 

at + 2m - 4m P - 2 pr = 0 ( 12) 

differs from the equation for a Brownian particle (11) only by its sign of the statistical 

potential. However , the inverse sign of the statistical quantum-mechanical potential means, 
ap ·n va 

in fact ,thRt fre e quantum particle moti on ls not similflr to d1ffusion.Jnde~rl,at = L p 
corresponds to equation (12) with D = h/2m which cannot be satisfied with any real P . 

Quite a wrong conclusion on the total similarity of quantum particle motion and 

Brownian particle diffusion has been drawr. by J , Fenyes/311. He made an attempt to deduce 

the same new "motion equation" for the probability density of Brownian motion as B. T.Gel

ikman but in a general case , an external field being present . The errors made in the con

clusion l ead the author to an equation completely coinciding with the quantum-mechanical 

analog of the Jacobi- Hamilton equation 

as + (vSJ2- Jf_ [ Q2..P- 12 (vpp~2 ]+l) = 0 
iH 2m ljmL.P · 

(12a) 

The fact that the external fi e ld potential was inc luded into the statistical 

equation of probabiLity density motion in the same way as into quantum- mechanical equa

tion (21a) appears to imply that the author had considered , in fact , an example of motion 

without friction which is entirely discrepant with the clacsical dif fusion of a Brownian 

particle . The obtained inverse s i gn in front of th~ stati st i cal potc .. tial 

m 1)1 [ a/ _ ~ c•;t ] 
disa(!;rees with ref .124/ • 
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Using the deduction method described in ref./24/it is easy to obtain for conven
tional diffusion with friction, the external field being present, the following "equation 

of aotion" for the probability density 

as+ (vS? + m Da [vi.P - .1. (9p) 21+ ~ rau + nv2u- 1 I<Ju)!1-=o (1,) at 2m .P 2 pa p at ;;;:15 \ • 
where m j> is the friction coefficient determining the ve locity of macroscopic flux in 

- -vu the force rield u =-~ . As is seen, our equation (1 ' ) considerably differs 

from quantum-mechanical equation (12a). 

Recently E.Nelson/,6/ poited out the possibility of deducing the Shroedinger 

equation from classical difrusion equations without friction. Equations given in ref./,6/ 

are easily transformed into a sta tistical equation similar to that of Jacobi-Hamilton. 

Due to the absence of friction this equation differs from equation (1 3) by the fact that 

the external field potential enters into it directly as into quan~um-mechanical equation 

(12a) or the true Jacobi-Hamilton equation . HO\vever, it diff ers from equation (1 3) also 

by the sign of the statistical potential. The latter circumstance means that in deducing 

the author retre a ted from classical diffusion not only in eliminat ing friction. By the 

way, the author pays no attention to the fact t hat the idea itself of diffusion without 

friction is a lready a considerable r etreat from clas~ical physics. Mathematical st~tist

ics allows to actually generalize the notion of diffusion ror the case of friction absence 

as well. But this only s tep, despite E. Nelson's opinion, does not l ead to quantum mechan-

ics laws. This i s easily 5een if one considers the kinetic equation given, e.g., by 

Chandrasekhar/37/for probabiLity density in phase space. If the coeff i cient ~ is t aken 

to be equal to zero, while q. is considered to be constant , one obtains the description 

of inconventional diffusion without friction f or which there is diffusion motion in 

velocity space similar to conventional diffusion, whereas in coordinate space distribution 

dispersion for free particles is increased proportionally to time cubed. 

Such motion doe s not correspond obvious ly to frP f': LjUantum particle motion. 

The coefficient q. appears to differ from zero only for hound quantum particles .It 

is not only friction but the peculiarities of perturbation s uffere d by a quantum particle 

due to the external Iield fluctuation s that the ru~urc :;ta ti s tical theory of hidden micro

object motion should refl ect . 

G.Comisar13B/, auother American physicist, h"s made a n at Le mpt to develop the 

theory of quantum particle motion causal at short time intervals which due to "false" 

microparticle interaction with vacuum turns into convent ional 1uantum theory for long 

time intervals . Ho·.ve v ~ r, i f' a ll thE. specific properties of the ~uq.nt um part icle could be 
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explained by independent stochastic perturjhtions of vacuum violating causal motion ac

cording to Ciassical laws, our 90lution (9) would provide for any quantum state the de

scription of hidden microparticle motion in the form of the everywhere positive function 

of probability density in phase space . In order to clear out the limited possibilities of 

appl ying our sulut ion of the inverse problem to quantum systems , it is sufficient to con

sider a quantum oscillator in an excited state. 

By taking the coordinate distribution function for the first excited level of the 

quantum oscillator .P.(q.)=;, ~ e-G./ 'l! one obtains the unique solution of equation (9) 

C'()-~ (S....- i.. ):!. -E. r, € - 2f 2 E. 2 E
0 
e / E. and, respectively, the energy distribution which has the 

mean energy coinciding with the total energy of the oscillator in this state £= 
• The obtained momentum distribution on the basis of F1 ( € ) 

alsu coincides with the quantum- mechanical distribution . However, the obtained function 

F 1 ( C ) does not provide the sta tistical description in phase space since with E..: E
0
/2 

it has a negative vaiue and, hence, is not probability density in phase space . The same 

situation arises in considering other excited states as well. Nevertheless, it is a lso 

very important that on the basis of the cLassical stat i stical ru:alysis of the quantum -

mechanical probability density fJn (q ) in the coordinate space the function Fn( C ) can be 

obtained which allows t o calculate the momentum distribution ,}n(P) =IC(pll2 and the 

vaLues of the total energy E,. = h "->o ( n .. + ) without resorting to the Shroedinge r equa

tion. The formal applicability of solution (9) in this case appears to be due to the ful

filment of the main assumption of calculation made which consists in particle motion oc-

curring according to dynamic l aws of classical mechanics in the inte rvals between fluctua

tion perturbations of vacuum. However, the fact that the obtained solution for the excited 

state of a quantum oscilLator in some phase space region has a negative meaning inevitably 

means that the specific properties of :1uantum motion cannot be ex~lained fully taking 

into accuunt only independent stochastic violations of this motion by the virtual photons 

of vacuum* ). Without considerin~ the physical nature of these violations we can assume , 

* )The author of ref./3S/ could not find out the insufficie ncy of his diffusion i dea to 
develop some new inte rpretation of quantum mecha. .ics since he avoided solving the 
problem of statistical description of hidden microparticle motion in phase space . 
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in a general caae, a more complex picture of their stochas tic motion admitting, for inst
ance, the existence of perturbation independency of micro-object state. 

The appearence Of the negative va.LUeS Of the function Fn( f. ) for n >() can be 

~e to the fact that equation (9) determining a single solution with independent stochast

ic fluctuations of interactions takes into account perturbation correlations with the 

state of microaotion by the proper subtraction of some states. Indeed, a simple arithmetic 

addition of distributions (10) with statistical weights Wn( e ) cannot give from (5a) 

tb.e quantwa-echanical distributions P,. (q) with n nodal points. Tb.e change of sign of 

statistical weight of addition makes it necessary to subtract dis tributions corresponding 

to some value of £ , which provides the zeros of the function p,. (q). All this means 

that distribution (10) in the state with the definite va4ue of the hidden energy C is 

not fulfilled entirely and, hence, the condition of the independent character of fluctua

tion perturbations f or the excited oscillator does not bold. 

Thus, there are all the grounds to expect the solution of a more complicated prob

l em of describing hidden motion in phase space i n the most general case taking into ac

count the correlation of the fluc tuation perturbations of vacuum, Solving this problem 

one· can proceed from the quantum-mechanical density j)n(q) only in the case of r eal wave 

functi on . In a general case of the complex wave function the solution of the problem 

should originate from the wave function , as only i t has the full information on the quant

um system state inc~uding also information on the fluctuation perturbation correlation. 

And if stochastic fluctuation perturbations expe rienced oy the quant~ s ystem from physic

al vacuum turn out to be stati s tically related , i. e ., they depend upon the state of micro

particle motion, Vlave procP.sses in vacuum whose genera li zed 1nformatton is con t u io ed l. n the 

wave function, can be a singl e physica l rea~on f or regulatin~ virtual processes of aff ect

ing on mechanical systems . The hidden de Broigl e waves can correspond to the r eal physical 

process i n vacuum which is relat ed to the motion of the mechanical micro-ob ject motion 

and manifesting its exi s tence only by affectinc; the virtual process of vacuum ef fec ts on 

the same mechanical system. Attention should be pai d to tile principal difference of this 

assumption from the earlier discussed ideas of Lhe wave-pilot or an idea of a double 

solution accordint> to which the ·.vave control>< microparticle motion in space and time but 

no t the stochastic process of virtual interaction with vacuum. 

It should be mentioned that tht specific properties of jUantum l aws can hard~y be 

fully explained by the ef!"ect suff ered by a bound microparticle from physica ~ vacuum for 

the not cla:;sical properties of microparticle behaviour arc clearly manife .;ted also fo r 

free motion described by flat wave Stlperposition. The attempt to intcrprete this motion 
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also yield negative "probabilities". However, all the statistical anaJ.yses or quantum 

mechanics made up to now in order to analytically determine not measurable probability 

density in phase space proceed from one insufficiently grounded assumption on measure

ments in a quantum assembly. In classical statiGtical physics measurements result in the 

separation of the initial statistical body into such fragments having certain constant 

values of measured quantities which in mixing provide a statistical body entirely identic

al to the initial one. In the statistical analyses of quantum mechanics measurements are 

also assumed as the separation of the initial statistical body into fragments with 

constant vaJ.ues of the measurable which are proportional in volume to the probability 

that the systems of the initial assembly should have the given values of the measurable 

quantity.This is just the meaning of conventional relations (6a) and (6b), The same tact 

that the mixed statistical body obtained after measuring turns out in a general case to 

be not equivalent to the initial one is ex~lained as follows: the very procedure of separ

ation of the ini t ial assembly into systems having the given values of the observable, 

using macro scopic means,results in varying addittonal quantities owing to sy s tem transi

tion into another state of motion, the so-called eigen-state for the given measurable. 

However, in principle, it cannot be excluded that in fact not only additional 

quantities but the measurables themselves suffer certain changes in the process of tran

sition. Then the statistical distributions of probability densities given by quantum 

mechanics for various physical quantities should be treated as the probability of transi

tion from one initial state into eigen-states directly not related to the fact that the 

systems of the initial assembly have the given value of the variable. 

Just the wave process in vacuum can be, quite probably, the reason of the fact 

that in order to determine the probability of quantum · system transition from the initial 

state of motion into an e i gen- state one should take into account(for a certain quantity 

the phase volume of the initial state corresponding not only to the given eigen-value of 

the variable but to other eigen-values. 

As has been shown in r ef,/39/ , the necessity of treating measurements in this 

way results from the statistical analysis of the s implest case of free microparticle 

motion described_by the superposition of flat waves. Attention was paid i n the s ame r ef. 

co the possibility of eliminating negative "probabilities" in describing this motion by 

introducing states in phase space differently responding to the observation means of 

additional quantiti~s. Unfortunately, r ef , /39/ presents only a particular case of this 

more general a~proach considered in which, however, condition for norma~izing the total 

probability to unity has been fulfilled. 
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Nobod3 has carried out the statistical analysis of quantum mechanics taking into 

account possible correlations in the interaction of microsystems with vacuum and the pos

sibilities of transition of the initial state into the given eigen-state from any point 

of phase volume. And just these yet not taken into ·account specific properties of quantum 

systems can prove to be an essenti~ addition to the general property of the absence of 

insulat ion of quantum sys tems from the zero oscillations of vacuum. These new additions 

(new properties) can turn out to be responsible for the above-discussed difference in 

principle of quantum equations from the classical diffusion equation or t hat of Brownian 

particle motion. 

6 . Conclusion 

Of course, only the strict mathematical solution of the problem of describing 

hidden motion in a general case can confirm or r e ject the assumption made on the effect 

of some wave process on virtual process of mechanical system interac tion with vacuum and 

the transitions or these systems into new states of motion, However, the very idea of 

separating quantum-mechanical object both into the micro-particle itself carrying real 

energy and capable of performing real ( not virtual) effects used in measurements and into 

the hidden directly not observed wave process i n vacuum producing stochastic effects on 

the micro-particle, the very i dea is s till the only possibility to uniquely explain with

out any logical and physical contradiction the interference effects of a s ingle particle. 

This idea of explanation simply has no competitor if the idea predominating now of refus

ing from the explanation .of int erference in gene ral i s not taken i nto account. Discussing 

the contradiction of conventional attempts to explain two sets of experiments with s ingle 

photons pas sed through a semi-transparent mirror N.Bohr writes: "In fact, after a prelim

inary measurement of the momentum of the diaphragm, we a r e in principl e offered a choice, 

when an electron or photon has pass ed through the slit, either to r epeat the mom ent 

measurement or t o control the position of t he diaphragm and, thus, to make predictions 

pe rtaining to alternative subsequent observations." From the unacceptability of each of 

the hypothes es fo r explaining the results of both addi tional experimental runs N.Bohr 

arrives at the conclusion of impossibility to anyhow explain photon motion in space after 

passing through a semi-transparent mirror. Thus, Bohr practically converts the principle 

of additivi ty i nto that of discrimination. However, the separation of an object into a 

descrete particle going only along one of the two possible ways and into a continuous 

wave process i n vacuum going on both the ways and then statistically aff ecting t he micro-

partic le allows one to give a single, unamb i guous explanation of effec t s observed. Un-

fortunate ly, this possibility of ex~laining has not been dis cussed seriously either by 
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N,Bohr or any other physicists. In O,Frish 1 s paperf4/(p.382) among other really logical

ly contradict~ve or physically groundless casual attempts of expla,ation thPre is also 

an idea against w~ch only one inconvincing ob jection is given on the uselessness of wave 

process existing independently of a particle, But physicists have already a~knowledged 

vacuum to b.e apeeifi:c .lll.adium carying infinite energy in the bound form from which 

we cannot take a single calorie without spending the same amount of energy. Then why 

should we reject the possibility of the wave process in vacuum bound with energy concealed 

in vacuum? Of course, the wave function useu in quantum mechanics can express only proper

ties common for wave processes related to ,an assembl y of micropsrticles separated 

macroscopically. 

All the difficulties of interpreting modern quantum theory are due to the undis

covered peculiarities of micro-particle interaction with physical vacuum and of the effect 

on this interactions and the process of measurement produced by certain wave processes. 

It is easy to imagine how incomprehensible and formal the theory of precise description 

of ship motion would be, if it only inobviously took into account the real process of wave 

generation and the ship hitting its own reflected wave. 

Therefore, one should not be surprised with the unusualness of the laws of the 

modern phenomenological theory of quantum phenomena where one can speak not of a wave in 

liquid or gas but of the directly unobserved waves of physical vacuum,not taken into ac

count in an obvious way,affecting rather an unclassical form of fluctuation perturbations 

on micro-ob~ects and on the process of measuring physical quantities defining their motion. 

¥hysical theory will become maximally ole~ and vivid after obvious presenting absolutely 

different aspects of quantum phenomena. The separation of a micro-object moving in space 

and time according to the laws of classical mechanics as an indic.ator of really completely 

unusual properties of physical vacuum can not only help to understand in full measure a 

contradictive picture of using classical images for describing not clas sical properties 

of the behaviour of the mic r o-object itself but will also allow to a~proaoh in a new way 

to the investigation of the physical properties of the deeper region of real world. If 

the statistical substantionation of the phenomenological thermodynamics•has opened the way' 

for investigations of the world of "invisible" particles, the analogous substantiation of 

the phenomenological theory describing the behaviour of these particles will open up new 

vistas for studying entirely new properties of the directly unobserved universal physical 

medium - vacuum. The knowledge of these properties can prove extremely necessary for solv

ing the fundamental problems of elementary particle theory, 
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